
Year 7 Drama -Knowledge Organiser A Boy in a Dress- David Walliams play adapted by Mrs Madden
MARKING THE MOMENT 

Characters Character Profile 

Dennis Dennis keeps a picture of his mum that is the only thing he has remaining of her. The picture shows  the Mum wearing 

a yellow dress. In this scene Dennis is drawn to a Vogue magazine that resembles the same dress that the Mum is 

wearing in his picture. He becomes fixated with the magazine and cant put it down 

Raj Raj is the local shop keeper who is a loveable character and has a larger than life personality. He always has Dennis’ 

best interest at heart and spreads joy wherever he goes. 

Georgia, and 

Martha 
You have already met these two characters at the beginning of the script where these characters are ”Narrators”. 

Martha is more if a ditsy character that everyone gets frustrated with especially Georgia. 
Lucy, Roxy, Max, 

and Evie 
These are all extra narrators who are all there to tell the narration of what Dennis’ inner thoughts are. The extra 

characters act as a ensemble who represent a group of friends. 

The Characters :  

Scene:
Dennis goes to his local shop everyday by the friendliest shop keeper Raj. When he sees the cover of a Vogue magazine and is

transfixed by it. He then proceeds to by a copy from Raj, who takes his time scanning it in whilst Dennis is stood embarrassed and

pretends its for someone else and not him.

Marking the Moment:

Marking the moment is a brilliant drama technique which allows the audience to focus on a key moment/scene in a play or performance.

Different ways to Mark the Moment;

Still image

Narration

Thought track

Slow Motion

Use of sound

Use of Lighting

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vogue_(magazine)


The script you will be 
performing 

Key word Definition 

Marking the Moment Drama convention to help highlight a key moment in a scene 

or story

Narration Where actors tell the story to the audience 

Still Image/Freeze frame When actors create a picture frozen in time 

Slow Motion When actors slow right down to give the illusion they are in 

slow motion 

Thought-Tracking When a character tells the audience how they are feeling.

Reactions Using acting skills to show how you feel about the other 

characters or the scene action . 

Acting skills

Facial expressions

Hand gestures

Vocal techniques

• Accent

• Tone

• Pitch

• Volume

• Pace

• Stutter

• Pause 

Body language

Reactions

Movement

Posture 

Reactions

Did you know ?

Raj The Shopkeeper

A familiar face to readers of David 

Walliams' books - Raj features across 

nearly every story. This lovable 

newsagent acts as a pillar in the lives 

of the young characters entering his 

shop


